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Single Card Strategies for Magic Oct 25 2019 With insightful descriptions on how to use and abuse over 80 individual Magic cards, players of all levels will find Single Card Strategies both
informative and fun. Originally found on the Internet, this book could no longer be confined to cyberspace.
City of the Undead (In the System Book #2) May 12 2021 The first stage is complete. Ivan Susanin has managed to survive and, together with the other leaders, unite the various players into the
Alliance. Yet this is only the beginning. A huge goblin army is approaching from the city outskirts, while the undead roam inside the city. The people from Earth are stuck between a rock and a hard
place. The only way to escape another massacre is to capture the goblin fortress, and hold out until the end of the mission. Or to abandon their wounded and scatter, hoping to avoid getting
killed.This is a serious challenge for the newly formed Alliance. However, even if this risky plan succeeds, nothing is over yet. The second mission will be followed by the next and the next. The
new gods will not back down, for the Altar is a unique chance for one of them to gain power and become the leader of a united Pantheon. Sooner or later, the goblins and the undead will fall, and no
price is too high to secure victory.It is time to make a choice. Hide behind the safety of the walls or leave the besieged fortress and head deeper into the inner suburbs. To the domain of the undead.
To where stands the temple of the fallen goblin god. To a place where one will get the chance to decide one's own fate.
The Spyglass and the Cherry Tree Jul 14 2021 Dragged through a long-lost spyglass to a world filled with Goblins and move, Skye Thistle must overcome her fears to fulfil an ancient prophecy,
defeat the all-to-familiar Dark Queen and to end the war between Good and Evil. Fans of Garth Nix and Tolkein will love the fantastic world and dark mythology of The Shadowland Chronicles.
The Goblin Gate Feb 09 2021 Jeriah's brother, Tobin, is in terrible danger. He's willingly crossed over to the Otherworld with a hedgewitchnamed Makenna and her legion of goblins. What Tobin
doesn’t know is that the Otherworld is a perilous dimension thatleeches magic from those who have it—and life from those who don’t. In order to save his brother, Jeriah must find a way to open a
mystical gate between the worlds. Searching for the key to rescue Tobin from the clutches of the Otherworld, Jeriah is thrust into a tangled web of politicalintrigue as he uncovers a dangerous secret
that could change the fate of an entire kingdom. Now he must get help from the very beings he’s been taught to hate—the mischievous goblins. Meanwhile, the clock is ticking for Tobin. . . . Hilari
Bell’s enthralling fantasy adventure tests the bonds of magic, love, and loyalty in an unforgettable follow-up to The Goblin Wood that will leave readers breathless as they race to find out what highstakes consequences await its hero.
The Stone of Valhalla Aug 23 2019 13-year-old Aaron was chosen to save their world, but it might come at the cost of losing his own... Breaking into an old lady's basement was supposed to
reward Aaron with new friends. Instead he finds an enchanted amulet that transports him to another world-one at war with magic. Before he knows it, he is accused of witchcraft and invited to a
bonfire-where he's the main attraction. If that's not bad enough, a goblin army shows up and toasts the town...literally. The good news: Aaron escapes being charbroiled. The bad news: the goblins
are after him. They want his amulet and will stop at nothing to get it. Battling to find his way home, Aaron teams up with a not-so-magical-wizard and learns it's his fate to destroy the amulet and
save this new world. But is he willing to sacrifice his own?
Death March Jul 02 2020 Jean Rabe's long-anticipated return to Krynn continues! Escaping from the slave pens of a Dark Knight mining camp was no easy feat, but what awaits Direfang, a former
hobgoblin slave who has become the reluctant general of a growing goblin army is every bit as perilous. From the cruel ogre mountains to the shores of Newsea, Direfang, Mudwort the shaman, and

the Dark Knight wizard Grallik fight the natural and unnatural forces that seek to destroy them. Direfang is tested to his limits by once-friends and powerful foes as he undertakes a death march to
the Qualinesti Forest. His eyes on independence, Direfang refuses to surrender, and pledges his life for a chance to be free, even as he learns that freedom is a deadly prize.
THE PRINCESS AND THE GOBLIN Apr 11 2021 Eight-year-old Princess Irene lives a lonely life in a wild and desolate country full of mountains and valleys. Her father’s palace, built upon one
of the mountains, was very grand and beautiful. The princess was born there, but, soon after her birth, she was sent away to be brought up by country people in a large house, half castle, half farmhouse, on the side of another mountain, about halfway between its base and its peak. Her father the king is normally absent attending to affairs of state, and her mother is dead. Irene has never
known about the existence of the goblins which lurk in the underground mines, but her nursemaid Lootie does know about them. These goblins are grotesque and hideous beings, who centuries ago
were human, but due to various reasons, they were driven underground and became malformed and distorted by their new lifestyle. This caused them to despise the humans above the ground and
vow revenge against them. When the peaceful kingdom is menaced by an army of monstrous goblins, intent of revenge, the brave and beautiful princess Irene joins forces with, Curdie, a resourceful
peasant boy to rescue the noble king and all his people. The lucky pair explore the mines and battle the evil power of the wicked goblin prince armed only with the gift of song, the miracle of love,
and a magical shimmering thread given to her by a beautiful lady who lives in the attic of the great house. But just who is this beautiful lady and what does she want? An ideal story for young
princes and princesses aged 6 to 12 who are still enamoured by the world of fairydom and whose imaginations will still run riot with the beautiful descriptions in this wonderful volume. A story of
adventure, compassion and rescue in the face of uneven odds, it also contains 8 colour plates by the artist Jessie Willcox Smith which will only help fire young imaginations even further.
Castle Roogna Jul 22 2019 Dor, the young magician, travels back in time to find an elixir which would prove his right to rule Xanth in the future. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Goblin City Feb 21 2022 Everyone knows the reputation that Goblins have; nasty, slobbering little creatures, whose only purpose is to die in droves, slain by some noble band of heroes. What if
Goblins decided they wanted to become civilized? What then? Would a world dominated by Humans and Elves believe them, or even permit them to gather and build a city? Goblin City is the tale
of an enterprising Goblin, named Grum, who strives to do that very thing. He struggles against all odds to unite several unruly Goblin clans, to settle and build a city on the outskirts of Human
territory. Grum faces the challenge of curtailing the warriors’ natural blood lust, while overcoming racial prejudice and fostering trade with other civilizations. He also learns of a very frightening
secret held by the Goblin women. Then, a war of a very unusual nature threatens to destroy all that they’ve built. Come in and explore the Goblin City.
Beyond All Expectations Jul 26 2022 The Event of Myths and Legends has started! The first spawn points have started to open, issuing forth creatures and people that were banished from Emerilia
long ago.Dave and the Pandora's Box group are advancing their plans and building projects as fast as possible. When an opportunity arises to take their projects to the next level they're going to have
to use all of their tricks and crafting abilities in order to seize it.The Stone Raiders and the Terra Alliance that they have formed will undergo it's first baptism, the time of peace has ended.In this
event they need to be the strongest to protect what they care for. Either they will die again and again losing levels and people of Emerilia, or they will be able to stand, their strength growing to new
heights.
Kiara May 24 2022 This is the touching story of a journey between worlds, and Kiara's desperate attempts to get back home. Innocent love leads to accidental exile and personal disaster, and Kiara
must choose between love and the possible destruction of the faery home-worlds. While she fights her own battle to cope with almost unbearable circumstances and get back to her world, - the very
world she has lost is under a terrible threat. Torn apart from her true love, Jeremiah, Kiara becomes a pawn of the goblin king and his attempt to bring war and death to the faery realms. Meanwhile,
Matron must decide between loyalty and compassion as she struggles with her own conscience and the dark forces which she has unwittingly unleashed onto the earth. As the world unknowingly
enters a war for which it is unprepared to face, an army of goblins is amassing in the quiet English countryside. Soon the earth will be used as a base for the goblins to build an empire of terror across
the universe. Can Kiara make the sacrifices that she must make to save the earth and her people? The story begins with Kiara lying in a woodland, - dazed and confused, and only time can bring us
the answer to this question ...
Ghosts and Goblins and Ninja, Oh My! Dec 07 2020 When a team of feline ninjas descends upon the animal town of Pawston and the sacred scroll of Bark-Jitsu disappears, Sensei, a skilled
martial arts sea otter, asks Westie and the rest of the Pup Investigators to investigate.
The Goblin Wood Mar 30 2020 Makenna is a young hedge witch, forced to flee her village the day her mother is murdered for practicing magic. In the wilds of the forest, she forms an unexpected
alliance with the mysterious goblins, and together they resolve to fight back against the humans and the cruel Decree of Bright Magic. But as Makenna grows more successful and her goblin army
becomes stronger, her existence threatens the ruling Hierarchy's plans for the country. She evades every trap they set, until a young knight named Tobin comes to the Goblin Wood hoping to regain
his lost honour. And each of them finds something else instead...
The Magic of Xanth Dec 27 2019 Xanth is an enchanted land where magic rules. Everyone and everything have special magical talents.
Audio Cassette Odyssey's Aug 15 2021 A missing king, a ferocious dragon and a diabolical goblin wizard; how can a thirteen year old from Chicago deal with such troubles? For his birthday James
Montgomery receives an old-fashioned tape recorder and a single tape from his long dead father. He is told that when he inserts the tape and presses the record button, he will participate in a
fantastic story of adventure. Follow James in his first tape, as he must become a hero to save the fantasy kingdom of Agreloth from an army of goblins. First he must somehow destroy a dragon the
size of three school buses!
Warhammer Armies Jan 20 2022
The Stricken Field Jan 28 2020 A king resists a sorcerer’s rule over the Impire in this fantasy series from the Aurora Award–winning author of the Man of His Word novels. Paranoid but almighty,
the sorcerer Xinixo had seized control of the Impire. But ruling the imps and most of the world was not enough. He would never feel safe until he was universally loved, so he would smash

everything and then rebuild the whole world in his own insane image. Who could resist him? King Rap of Krasnegar and Shandie, the rightful imperor, were still at large and determined to resist the
evil, however slender their chances. Their one, faint hope was to enlist the help of the remaining free sorcerers of the world, those not already spellbound by Xinixo. Their quest soon ran into
disaster. Their messengers were betrayed or ensnared. A rampaging goblin army had captured Shandie and was about to torture him to death. Rap was mired in a tropical jungle, hoping his wife and
children were safe back home in Krasnegar. They were not in Krasnegar and certainly not safe. As the flames of war raged across Pandemia, news of the disasters penetrated even into Thume, the
Accursed Land. Outsiders believed that the pixies had been extinct for a thousand years, but they still lived there, hoarding their magic. Their ruler, the Keeper, adamantly refused to meddle in
events outside her borders, but one young pixie girl was prepared to rebel against the ancient order . . .
Goblin Army Sep 28 2022 It's Halloween, and Roger is yet again pulled into a bonkers adventure with the grouchy dwarf warrior Mossbelly MacFearsome. It turns out that Roger has accidentally
set free the vicious Goblin Chief Redcap, who is looking to open an ancient portal back to his own world. Now Roger, Moss and their friends must track him down before he unleashes a mighty
horde of goblins hellbent on destruction, mayhem ... and pickled onions. But how exactly does one find a ghoulish goblin on the one night of the year when everyone is in spooky fancy dress? A
fabulously funny fast-paced adventure, perfect for fans of Terry Pratchett and Cressida Cowell.
James's Ragtag Adventures in Questworld Mar 22 2022 What's the first thing you do after you wake up one morning and find yourself trapped inside what you believe is your favorite video
game? If you said try and find a way back home, you'd be completely wrong. Especially if you're anything like my friends and I. Instead, you use your game knowledge to finish a few easy quests,
get yourself some money for room and board, and then hope a way back home just conveniently falls into your lap. That is of course, until you decide to take on a quest that turns out to be just a
little bit out of your league. How little bit you ask? Little bit enough that you end up releasing an ancient goblin queen named Vanika, who's only goal is to take over the world with her army of
goblins. Yeah, looking back on it, it really wasn't one of our better decisions. But hey, it could be worse right? I mean, I can't think of anything right this second, but I'm pretty sure there's something
out there that's way worse than this. But anyway, now we gotta take our extremely worn out equipment, and barely passable fighting skills, and use them to defeat an entire goblin army, including
their magical, super powered queen, before they decide to take over the world. No pressure right? I mean, how hard can it really be? I guess there's only one way to find out. James's Ragtag
Adventures in Questworld is a middle grade, fantasy adventure for fans of Percy Jackson, The Last Kids on Earth, and Trapped in a Video Game
Abacar the Wizard Sep 16 2021 Take an adventure upon the Magical Earth. The year is 564 AD. The Roman Empire's rule of Europe is being challenged by a fearsome army of goblins. The only
power capable of stoping this force is a young wizard named Abacar. Learn how he and his friends travel across Europe in a flying ship, and how they deal with dragons, orcs, witches, and other
monsters. They also meet many new friends along the way, including elves, dwarves, and a unicorn named Firemane.
The Goblin's Curse Feb 27 2020 Sixteen-year-old Keelie is glad to be back at Colorado's High Mountain Renaissance Faire for the summer but her pet goblin, Cricket, is not welcome, especially
after rumors spread of a nearby goblin army and even Sean, Keelie's boyfriend, holds her responsible.
Crodor the Ancient Oct 05 2020 Amber, Basil and Theo are in a panic. A massive goblin army is preparing for war, intent on destroying human cities, and the people of Arendon are terrified. Why
have the goblins left their mountain homes? And what can be done to stop them? When the three teenage friends with budding elemental powers realize they're up against not just goblins, but the
evil wizards controlling them, they scramble for ideas. With Sage the wizard missing, they decide the unthinkable. They will seek to make an ally out of the ferocious red dragon that's been
terrorizing the countryside: Crodor the Ancient. But even if they find the dragon, and break the enchanting spell that has turned it evil, will it help them? And will it be enough against the evil forces
that are approaching? To stand even the slightest chance, they'll need to grow in their powers, and get the help from allies far and wide. Even with the best of help, the enemy has secret strengths and
strategies of their own. And an ancient prophecy eludes them with mysteries that are waiting to be unlocked. Can they solve the riddles of the prophecy in time? Can they muster a strong enough
defense? If they don't, life as they know it will change forever.
Green Rages Aug 03 2020 " ... requires the Dungeons & Dragons Player's handbook. Third edition published by Wizards of the Coasts ..."--Cover back
The Sword of Darrow Jun 01 2020 After escaping ten years earlier from Sonnencrest, Princess Babette, using her magical powers and the help of Darrow, a young boy with a magical sword, and
Scodo, a warrior, returns to fight the evil goblin, Malmut, and free her kingdom.
How to Draw Orcs, Goblins, and Other Wicked Creatures Jun 20 2019 Creatures in fantastic tales have captured people?s imaginations for hundreds of years. Now fantasy fans can bring their
imaginations to life and discover their inner artist by learning to draw their favorite fantastic creatures. Simple, step-by-step instructions teach readers to draw orcs, goblins, hags, and several other
wicked creatures.
Goblins All Around Me Sep 04 2020 This is an abomination of a book filled with goblins, profanities, goblins, jokes about humans, and goblins. Joh Ni is an unlikeable little green vegetarian bastard
that’s been fed up with stupidity, even his own. His whole battalion is killed by a human hero, but unfortunately, he is now haunted by the ghosts of his 496 dead fellows, urging him of all goblins to
take revenge. Even though he can’t even see blood Joh Ni tries his best to lay the ghosts to rest and finally get some quiet in his head. But on his way to redemption, it seems like everyone from
drug-addicted elves up to interdimensional monsters is trying to stop him, including his lector... Oh, and all of this is actually a love story... kinda.
Goblins of Grace Dec 19 2021 Grace Longstone, a beautiful princess, is banished from her father's kingdom for trying to overthrow him. She is now queen not of a kingdom, but of an army of
goblins. Grace will once again try to overthrow her father and take over his kingdom. This time she plans to kidnap her brother the prince with the intention of holding him ransom. But, the band of
goblins she sends to abduct the prince accidentally kills him in the process. Grace knows that if her father were to find out about the death of his beloved son by her hand, the king would send his
powerful armies to crush Grace and her goblins. Grace decides to send another band of goblins to an ogre mage known for resurrecting the dead, hoping to bring back the prince. Will the goblins be

successful and return with the prince alive? Or will the obstacles they face along the way, such as killer lizard men, vicious wolves, a pursuing captain of the guard, or even the possibility of losing
the prince's body, prevent them from accomplishing their mission? Find out in Goblins of Grace - The Priceless Prince.
Goblin Magic Apr 23 2022 The people of Wrenly have always believed that goblins are dangerous creatures who were stripped of their magical powers by wizards after the Goblin Battles; and
when Prince Lucas and Clara follow a young goblin, Zark, who has come from the wizard Grom, they find themselves captured by the goblin leader Golart, who has taken over Hobsgrove--but
Grom has a plan, and it requires that the children put their trust in Zark.
Goblin Hall: A Fantasy Adventure Nov 06 2020 GOBLIN HALL is named after a haunted chamber (known locally as Goblin Ha') that lies hidden beneath the ruins of Yester Castle near Gifford in
south-east Scotland. It is the story of two young children, lured into the subterranean lair of Zorn, a brilliant but evil sorcerer who is using them as bait in a trap to ensnare his arch rival of many
centuries, a lovable but dippy old wizard called Mungo. Although Mungo has lost most of the skills that once raised him above all other exponents of the mystic arts, he alone has any chance of
rescuing the children from Zorn's clutches ... if only he can summon up The Power... As they make their way through the underworld, the children are subjected to ordeal after ordeal, each more
nightmarish than the last. Meanwhile, Zorn and his army of malicious 'Keelie' goblins are secretly watching their every move and waiting to do their worst.Will Mungo's band of good-guy 'Kiltie'
goblins, armed with laser-firing bagpipes and backed up by a talking jackdaw and a flying piglet who speaks American slang, have what it takes to win the day? Not only do the children's lives
depend on it, but also the well-being of the entire mortal world as well.
Mr. Gum and the Goblins Oct 17 2021 Shabba me whiskers! It’s one of those Mr Gum books by Andy Stanton. They’re only the craziest, funnest most amazing books for children in the world. Mr
Gum and the Goblins Well, that old roo-de-lally Mr Gum and the hideous Billy William the Third are once more mucking things up for everyone. They’re a-schemin’ and a-hatchin’ an’ making
their bad plans up on Goblin Mountain. And why? Because they’re raising up an army of goblins to stink up the town of Lamonic Bibber once and for all! Can the brave travellers (the wise old man
Friday O’Leary and the small girl Polly) make it past the Three Impossible Challenges of Goblin Mountain and save the town from a fate worse than something very bad indeed? In an epic tale of
courage, valour and plain idiocy only one thing is sure: The truth is a lemon meringue! Mr Gum and the Goblins is the third book in the internationally best-selling series by Andy Stanton, which has
won everything from the Blue Peter Book Award (twice) the Roald Dahl Funny Prize and the Red House Children’s Book Award. Praise for Mr Gum: ‘Smooky palooki! This book is well brilliant!’
– Jeremy Strong ‘Worryingly splendid’ – Guardian NOT FOR BORERS!
Attack of the Goblin Army Oct 29 2022 Welcome to Terraria, a world like Minecraft's Overworld, that's bursting with action, mystery and adventure. Here you can discover unique treasures to
horde, wondrous biomes to explore, intricate buildings to construct, and treacherous villains to fight. Miles, a young hero setting out on his first quest, yearns to become Terraria's strongest hero and when Matthew offers to accompany him as his friend and personal guide, he's positive that the road to success is paved before them. Matthew tells Miles that to truly advance in the game, he
must defeat the Wall of Flesh, so he sets his sights on that goal. But Miles is devastated when he learns that becoming powerful enough to defeat the Wall of Flesh will come at a high cost: Matthew
will be destroyed, and he'll lose his best friend forever. Miles must make a terrible decision: should he stay loyal to Matthew and set his own dreams aside, or sacrifice his closest friend for the
chance to chart a life in an unknown territory and save his biome? In this first exciting installment in the Tales of a Terrarian Warrior series, every choice has the power to change the future, and
turning back is never an option.
The Goblin Wood Nov 25 2019 Makenna is a young hedge witch, forced to flee her village the day her mother is murdered for practicing magic. In the wilds of the forest, she forms an unexpected
alliance with the mysterious goblins, and together they resolve to fight back against the humans and the cruel Decree of Bright Magic. But as Makenna grows more successful and her goblin army
becomes stronger, her existence threatens the ruling Hierarchy's plans for the country. She evades every trap they set, until a young knight named Tobin comes to the Goblin Wood hoping to regain
his lost honour. And each of them finds something else instead...
Goblin Market Apr 30 2020 This lovely hardcover gift edition of Christina Rossetti's most famous poem will enchant readers of all ages. It features four color and 20 black-and-white images as
well as a reproduction of a rare Rackham watercolor.
Puck and Blossom Sep 23 2019
Abacar the Wizard and the Dark Lord of Dragons Jun 13 2021 Three years have passed since the defeat of the great goblin army at the hands of Abacar, a young wizard boy with exceptional
powers. Now the goblins are back, armed with powerful magic, they are intent upon Abacar's destruction. However, an even more powerful foe is headed for Earth. Shakiba, the Dark Lord of
Dragons has also been commanded by the Great Devourer to destroy the wizard boy known as Abacar. Travel to underground kingdoms and the fires of the Abyss itself with Abacar, greatest and
most powerful of all wizards!
Origin Scroll (Targa Trilogy #1) Jun 25 2022 Origin Scroll is a fantasy novel about three formerly insignificant young people who will meet and unite their special abilities to challenge the evil
sorcerer, Sarac, before he destroys the Universes.
The Dragon's Wizard Mar 10 2021 The dragon Rufous reunites with his friend Evann, who is still inexperienced but is now one of the strongest wizards in the world. He is accompanied by his
mentor Quinton along with a girl named Solechandra who wants to become a wizard herself in order to help defend their city of Morshton against the goblins, who have their own dragon allies. The
most powerful of these is the one Rufous knows only as Il Duvankh, whom he has been searching for since he became the Solon of the dragons. Returning to Morshton, Evann and his friends see
ravens flying toward an ominous cloud advancing toward the city from the north. Elves warn them that the cloud hides a goblin army. All of the wizards take their place atop the city wall facing the
oncoming horde, just in time to drive off the first wave of the goblin assault.At that moment, Il Duvankh rises from where she had been hidden behind the battle mages of the goblins. Rufous stoops

on her from the air. But she is older, larger, stronger, and outmaneuvers him and traps him on the ground. Evann comes to his friend's aid, but the man and the dragon may have finally met a foe they
can't overcome.
Mossbelly MacFearsome and the Goblin Army Aug 27 2022 It's Halloween, and Roger is yet again pulled into a bonkers adventure with the grouchy dwarf warrior Mossbelly MacFearsome. It turns
out that Roger has accidentally set free the vicious Goblin Chief Redcap, who is looking to open an ancient portal back to his own world. Now Roger, Moss and their friends must track him down
before he unleashes a mighty horde of goblins hellbent on destruction, mayhem ... and pickled onions. But how exactly does one find a ghoulish goblin on the one night of the year when everyone is
in spooky fancy dress? A fabulously funny fast-paced adventure, perfect for fans of Terry Pratchett and Cressida Cowell.
Horrific Horde Nov 18 2021
Magelord Jan 08 2021 MINALAN GETS MEDIEVAL! When you defeat the invading goblin army, get knighted on the field of battle, gifted with lands and gold, usually your happily-ever-after is .
. . happy. But now that Minalan the Spellmonger has been ennobled and enfiefed, Sire Minalan has a task cut out for him that makes defeating goblins seem like child's play: moving his very
pregnant bride and a few thousand refugees from Boval Vale into the remote, sparsely-peopled Domain of Sevendor. But when he arrives, he finds the land withered from neglect, filled with
superstition and suspicion, a third of his domain has been conquered before he got there, and the castle he now owns hasn't been maintained in decades. As Minalan manages the challenges of being
a noble, being a mage knight, being the lord of the manor, being a landlord, and fending off a belligerent (and well-armed) neighbor, he also has to learn how to be a husband, father, and a leader of
a people. Then the fateful night his son is finally born, Minalan learns the nature of fear, as he, his family, and his very realm are forever changed when the spell he casts to save their lives
transforms the land. Minalan, his apprentices Sir Tyndal and Sir Rondal, his dour but efficacious castellan Sir Cei, and his moody wife struggle through the winter and defend their domain in his
attempt to prove what a Magelord can do for his people when he puts magic in their service. But in the distance, the threat of a renewed war with the goblins looms as they approach the Riverlands,
the Gilmoran baronies that are the heart of the Duchies. The contentious High Magi convene to constitute the new Arcane Orders, while the fanatical Royal Censorate of Magic plots defeat them and
the thousands of hedgemagi, witches and footwizards they terrorized now see Minalan as a hero. The sinister Family schemes to promote Duke Rard II to become King Rard I of the newly-united
Kingdom of Castalshar - over a pile of bodies, if necessary. And suddenly, out of the sky fall dragons in the service of the Dead God to strike at the strength of the nascent Kingdom. How can Sire
Minalan fight goblins, plots, poverty and politics, all from his remote and rustic vale while keeping the peasants in line and the Warbird of West Fleria at bay? With wit, courage, determination, and
a healthy dose of magic. And when the new King tasks him to find a way to slay a dragon, an ordinary knight might shy away from the quest. For Sire Minalan, it's just another day on the job as a
MAGELORD!
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